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ABSTRACT
The spread of d isea ses and opinions has profoundly affected the development
of human societies. The structure of the underlying social network may change
a s a result of individuals changing their social connections in response to an
ongoing epidemic or opinion spreading, either for self protection or a s an
expression of personal values. The interaction of spreading p rocesses and the
underlying network structure has been a focus of many recent studies. In this
dissertation, we construct m odels to better incorporate heterogeneous
responses to d isea se spread and attempted opinion spread.
We first model the simultaneous spread of an epidemic and aw areness about
the epidemic on an adaptive social network. A previous Susceptible-lnfectiousSusceptible (SIS) model with avoidance rewiring is extended. Susceptible and
infectious nodes are each divided into aware and unaware types. Aware nodes
affect the network structure by rewiring their connections to reduce d isease
exposure. Public media information is considered a s an external source of node
aw areness. The effects of aw areness on d isea se spread and network structure
are explored using stochastic simulations and mean field equations. Network
adaptation can generate steady state behavior or periodic oscillations. The
epidemic threshold is predicted using two methods that improve upon mean
field predictions, and a critical media rate controlling the existence of an
epidemic threshold under fast rewiring is given.
Node-to-node communication is then introduced a s another source of node
aw areness, and its influence on d isea se levels and epidemic thresholds is
compared with public media information. A relationship of the thresholds under
different aw areness sources is derived. Our results in both m odels indicate that
node aw areness can play a significant role in minimizing d isea se spread, and in
som e c a s e s media information is more effective at controlling d isea se than
communication.
We also model the competition of two opinions on a social network. A small
fraction of committed supporters of a new opinion is randomly distributed in the
network among supporters of a previous opinion. W e introduce a new process,
exacerbation, in which committed supporters of an opinion may drive their
contacts away from that opinion and toward strong commitment to the opposing
viewpoint. In addition to network simulations, a m ass action model of the
process is studied. We find that exacerbation can change the final outcome of
opinion competition. The influence of the initial fraction committed to the new
opinion is also explored.
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C hapter 1

In tro d u ctio n
The development of hum an society has been profoundly affected by the social networks th at
link individuals together. People interacted and influenced each other by spreading their
experiences, languages, traditions, ideologies and opinions through daily contact with their
friends and neighbors well before the wide application of modern communication tools [1, 2].
W ith the development of technology, individuals contact each other much more often, and
spread information to their social connections more frequently. Due to the abundance and
importance of these spreading processes, they have long been of interest in various fields
including sociology, biology, physics, etc. [2, 3, 4]. In this work, the spreading of contagious
disease and opinions will be the main focus.
In early studies of disease spreading dynamics, compartm ental models were built un
der the assumption of population homogeneity.

Healthy and unhealthy individuals are

assumed to be well mixed, and each individual has an equal chance to contact any other.
Classic epidemic models including the Susceptible-Infectious-Susceptible (SIS) model and
Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) model [5, 6] were studied in the purpose of captur
ing im portant properties of disease spreading in a simple way, and they provided insights
into epidemic dynamics. However, local structures of the population are not included in
these com partm ental models.
In recent years, the field of complex networks has emerged [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], and there is
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now interest in studying these spreading processes on social networks. Well known m athe
m atical models have been developed to help us understand underlying network structures,
such as the random graph model [12], the small world network model [10] and the preferen
tial attachm ent model [9]. W ith this progress, network models are used to study epidemic
and opinion spreading, where nodes represent individuals and links connecting those nodes
represent the social relationships between those individuals. Epidemic models on networks
have attracted considerable attention [13, 14, 15], and the underlying network structure
has been shown to play a significant role in disease spreading dynamics [16]. However, in
all of these models the topology of the network stays fixed under the assumption th a t the
network structure change is negligible during the spreading process on it.
Relaxing this assumption, researchers have introduced adaptive networks [17, 18, 19].
In a adaptive network, nodes are assumed to be able to change their links in response
to ongoing dynamics of the nodes. For example, the infection of a friend may cause an
individual to change his original social plans to reduce infection risk. In turn, the change
of the network topology affects the state of the nodes. This feedback interaction between
network dynamics and node dynamics is the hallmark of an adaptive network. Various
network adaptation assumptions have been modeled. For instance, in avoidance rewiring a
link between a susceptible node and an infective node is considered harmful by the nodes,
and the link may be cut off w ith a certain rate. The susceptible node then re-establishes a
link with another randomly chosen susceptible node [17, 20, 21, 22]. In [23], a susceptible
node randomly chooses any node as a potential new neighbor, independent of its infection
status. In contrast, it is not always the susceptible end th at keeps the rewiring link [24]. A
common assumption in these rewiring mechanisms is the conservation of the total number
of links in th e network, reflecting a certain level of social activities at which the society
maintains its normal functionality.
In these rewiring mechanisms, it is assumed th a t all susceptible-infective links are
rewired in a same way. In real life, people adjust their behaviors based on personal judge
ment, and the decisions of different individuals may vary even when confronted with a
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similar situation. For example, there may be individuals who are not aware of the benefit
of taking disease avoidance action or simply do not care enough to do so. In C hapter 2 and
C hapter 3 of this dissertation, we extend a previous adaptive SIS model by differentiating
between nodes not only based on their infection status but also the awareness status, and
we study the interaction of node awareness and epidemic spreading on adaptive networks.
As another type of spreading process, competition of two opinions in social networks is
discussed in C hapter 4.
To start with, in this chapter we briefly review the classical compartm ental SIS model
of epidemic spreading in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2, we define some network terminology
th a t is used in following chapters of the dissertation. Finally, in Section 1.3, prior results
on SIS dynamics on adaptive networks are given as background for our extension th a t will
be presented in Chapter 2 and C hapter 3.

1.1

C om partm ental SIS M od el

The SIS model is predom inantly used for diseases where repeat infections are common [25,
26, 27]. In the compartm ental SIS model, individuals are classified according to their disease
status into S (susceptible) and I (infective) classes. A susceptible individual is vulnerable
to the disease and might become infected when contacted by an infective individual, and
the per capita probability of infection per contact is p. Meanwhile, an infective individual
can recover spontaneously at recovery rate r. In the SIS model, infective individuals do not
develop immunity, so they become susceptible again immediately after recovering from the
disease.
In the following equations, S and I refer to the fraction of susceptible and infective
individuals, respectively, normalized by population size N. In well mixed population, each
individual is assumed to have a small and equal chance to contact any other individual.
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Therefore, the infection rate per susceptible individual can be calculated as follows:

rate of infection

=

transmission rate

x

effective number of contacts per unit time

x

proportion of contacts being infective

»

pNI.

In the limit of large N , 5 and 7 can be treated as continuous variables, and thus the
following differential equations are obtained:

=

5

-pN IS + rl

7 = p N IS-rl,

where 5 and 7 represent the tim e derivative of 5 and 7, respectively. Because the total
population is conserved (5 + 7 = 1), one of the two equations can be eliminated, yielding:

7

=

p N ( l - 7)7 - rl.

W hen the system reaches an equilibrium, the time derivatives of 5 and 7 are zero. By
solving the above equation, two equilibria can be easily found: a disease free state (DFS)
where (5,7) = (1,0) and an endemic state (5,7) = ( ^ , 1 — ^ ) . By checking the slope
of 7 versus 7 at the DFS, we conclude th a t the disease free state is stable if p N / r < 1
and unstable if p N / r > 1. The quantity p N / r is known as the basic reproductive number
Ro [6], which can be intuitively understood as the average number of secondary infections
produced by an initial infective individual introduced into a population of susceptibles.
Requiring R q = 1 yields p* = r / N , a critical disease transmission rate defined as the
epidemic threshold, whose value determines whether a disease can spread or not. If the
disease transmission rate p falls below the epidemic threshold, the disease will die out in
this model.
4

1.2

N etw ork Term inology

Networks axe abundant in our daily life, such as technological networks, biological networks
and social networks. For example, the world wide web forms a large network, where each
web page is a node and a hyperlink in a web page is a directed link connecting it to the
one being linked to. In social networks, each individual is a node, and nodes are connected
by various social relationships including friends, relatives, colleagues, next door neighbors,
etc. Through these links, disease and opinions can spread from node to node.
In graph theory, a network can be defined as a graph G — (V, E), where for example
V = {1,2,3,...} is the set of nodes (vertices) and E = {{1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3},...} is the set
of links (edges) [11]. The system can be defined with links either directed or undirected.
Two nodes are called neighbors if a link connects them. The degree of a node is the total
number of neighbors it has. The degree distribution of a network, P(k), is the probability
distribution of these degrees over the whole network. T hat is, P( k) is the fraction of nodes
in the network with degree k. Networks are frequently classified according to their degree
distribution.
One type of network is the Erdos-Renyi (ER) random graph [12]. In an ER random
graph, each possible edge is included in the graph with the same probability a independent
of every other edge. It can be shown th at the degree distribution is binomial for a finite
ER random graph. In the limit of large N and small a, the degree distribution can be
approxim ated by the Poisson distribution,

P(k)

=

e~Xj ^ , k € {0,1, 2,3,...},

where A is the average degree of a node in the network. In the following chapters, we always
start simulation of the spreading processes of disease, awareness or opinion on Erdos-Renyi
random networks unless otherwise indicated.
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1.3

SIS M o d el on A d ap tive N etw orks

The underlying population in which the disease spreads is assumed to be continuous in
the classical com partm ental SIS model, where nodes in different classes are well mixed so
th a t each individual has an equal chance to contact any other. This assumption is made
to simplify the analysis of epidemic dynamics, but it neglects the local structures of the
population. In real life, an individual usually has a limited number of social connections
in a local neighborhood due to tim e and space limitations, instead of contacting every
individual in the whole population. In this case, local disease spread may not cause global
epidemic dynamics. For a more accurate study of epidemic spreading, the structure of the
population needs to be taken into consideration by modeling the spreading process on a
network. Furthermore, an adaptive network model should be used as individuals change
their social behaviors in response to an ongoing disease around them.
In this section, we briefly review the work given by Gross et al. in [17], where disease
spread is studied on adaptive networks using an SIS model. In contrast to a static network,
there is certain rate at which a link connecting a susceptible node and an infective node
is cut off. The susceptible node rewires this link to another randomly chosen susceptible
node, as an effort to protect itself from the risk of infection. The results in Chapter 2 and
C hapter 3 of this dissertation are m otivated by this work and done in collaboration with
Thilo Gross. A similar model but for an SIRS disease is given in [20].
In [17], disease dynamics occur in the following ways.

A susceptible node becomes

infected at rate piV/,nbn where A / nbr is its number of infected neighbors. An infective node
recovers back to susceptible spontaneously at rate r. Rewiring of a link can occur if and only
if it connects a susceptible node and an infective node. Such links are cut off at rewiring rate
w, and the susceptible node immediately finds a neighbor to connect with once the original
link is cut off. The new neighbor is randomly chosen from all the susceptible nodes. Monte
Carlo simulations are performed to study the disease spreading process. The simulations
start on Erdos-Renyi (ER) random networks, but the network geometries change when links
start rewiring. This same model was studied in a later paper by M arceau et al., where initial
6

conditions other than ER networks were tried [22],
Given the rewiring mechanism, the infective individuals are tend to be isolated. Mean
while, a highly connected susceptible cluster also forms [17]. As a result, link rewiring has
opposing effects: a local effect tending to suppress the epidemic and a topological effect
promoting it.
To describe both the dynamic states of nodes and the structure of the network, a set of
mean field equations (MFE) based on a pair approximation are given in the limit of large
population, where the state variables can be treated as continuous and their time derivatives
can be

calculated. For the evolution of the nodes:

S

=

r l - pLsi,

I = - rj + pLSj,
Similar to the com partm ental SIS model, S and I denote the faction of susceptible and
infected nodes, respectively. For example, in the first equation, infected nodes recover and
become susceptible at rate r, and infection spreads w ith rate p along each susceptibleinfected link. Rewiring does not appear directly in these equations because it operates on
links, but it affects the system implicitly through the number of susceptible-infected (S-I)
links.
Using L s s , L s i and £ / / to represent the normalized number of S-S, S-I and I-I types of
links, respectively, the following mean field equations for the links are written:

Lss

=

(r + w ) L s i - p Ns si ,

Lsi

=

ZrLii + p {N s s i — N i s i ) — (p + r + w) Lsi ,

Lii

=

—2r L n + N i s i + pLsi-

For example, the rewiring causes L s i , the normalized number of (S-I) links, to decrease
at rate w, and an equal increase in L s s , as a new susceptible-susceptible (S-S) link is
established for each rewired S-I link. The notation N s s i represents the number of S-S7

I triple structures in which a susceptible node is connected another susceptible one and
also an infective one, normalized by population size N . N i s i is defined in a similar fashion,
representing the normalized number of I-S-I triple structures. These quantities are necessary
to accurately calculate the change of link numbers. For example, an S-S link may become
an S-I link if one of the two ends gets infected by another neighbor of it which is infective.
For each infective neighbor it has, there is a rate of p for it to become infected. The total
number of infective neighbors it has is represented by the number of S-S-I triple structures
it is in, so the total rate of this link class change is 2p N s s i due to the fact th at both
susceptible ends in the S-S link can be infected in the process described above.
However, these triples become new variables in the equations, and higher order terms
are needed to solve them . To close the system, the triple term s are approximated using the
pair approximation discussed in [27, 17] as follows:

Nssi

=

number of S nodes x average number of S-I-S triples per S-node

«

number of S nodes x average number of S-neighbors per S-node

x

average number of I-neighbors per S-node
0 2L s s L s i

2L s s L s i

The number of of I — S — I triples, N i s i , can be approxim ated in a similar fashion. Note
th at the local neighborhood of each susceptible is assumed to be the same as the average
local neighborhood of all susceptibles, and the same assumption is made for infectives. By
this approximation, the mean field system is closed at second order terms. A discussion of
improving such pair approximations is given in [28].
One of the node equations and one of the link equations can be eliminated because the
total number of nodes N and total number of links are conserved. So the equations system

can be simplified to the following:

I
Ln

p L s i - rl,

( 1 . 1)

p L s i { —g - + 1) - 2r L n ,

( 1.2 )

2pLssLsi

L ss

(1.3)

Solving E q .(l.l) to (1.3) yields a disease free state (DFS) (I, L s s , Lsi ) = (0 ,L /N ,0 )
and other endemic states, where N and L are total number of nodes and links, respectively.
These states are shown to predict the behavior of the system quite well in [17]. Figure 1.1
shows typical behaviors of the system. As can be seen, the disease level is depressed in
a noticeable region when rewiring mechanism is activated. In Figure 1.1(b), when disease
transmission rate lies in the [0.001, 0.002] interval, the system displays bistability, as the
DFS and an endemic state are both stable. The bistability interval increases for a higher
rewiring rate in Figure 1.1(c). Note th a t a Hopf bifurcation occurs at around p = 0.007,
where the endemic branch loses its stability. A small range of periodic oscillation of infected
fraction is observed beyond the Hopf bifurcation point.
The epidemic threshold p* is the critical disease transmission rate at which the DFS
(I, L s s , L s i ) — ( 0, L/ N ,0 ) becomes unstable. For p > p*, a small perturbation away from
the DFS will grow larger, which means a few initial infective nodes will spread the disease
through the population when introduced into a population of susceptible nodes. The higher
the epidemic threshold, the harder the disease to spread. The benefit of rewiring is also
reflected in the higher epidemic threshold when rewiring is in effect. An estim ate of the
epidemic threshold is also given in [17], and described in the following paragraph.
In Section 1.1, we introduced the basic reproductive number R q , which is the average
number of secondary infections produced by an initial infective individual before it recovers.
The average time infected nodes stay infectious is 1 /r, where r is the recovery rate. For
disease spreading on a static random graph [6, 29], we have Ro = p(k)/r, where (fc) is the
average degree of nodes and p is the disease transmission rate. In a rewiring network, a
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Figure 1.1: Bifurcation diagrams for infection levels in (a) a static network (w = 0), (b)
an adaptive network (w = 0.04) and (c) a fast adaptive network (w = 0.6) as a function of
infection rate p. Recovery rate r = 0.002; average degree of nodes: (k ) = 20; population
size: N — 104; to tal number of links: L = 105. Solid red curve: stable steady states given
by MFE; dashed red curve: unstable steady states given by MFE; blue circles: simulation
results.
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Figure 1.2: Epidemic threshold (in log scale) versus rewiring rate (in log scale). Recovery
rate r = 0.002; average degree of nodes: (k) = 20; population size: N = 104; total number
of links: L = 105. Solid red curve: thresholds predicted by MFE; blue circles: simulated
thresholds.
single infective node will on average lose its links to susceptible neighbors at a rate w per
link, where w is the rewiring rate. Therefore the degree of such a node can be w ritten as
k(t) = (k) exp(—wt), where t is the tim e since infection. At t = 0, the infective node has
the same number of neighbors ((h)) as the average of all the nodes. By averaging over the
typical lifetime 1 /r of the infective node, its time-averaged degree can be obtained:
t

I o /r k(t)dt = r(k)( 1 —exp(—w /r))
1 /r
w

So the total number of secondary infections it produces before recovery can be obtained by
Ro = p k /r . Demanding th a t exactly one secondary infection is caused yields the epidemic
threshold
*
^

________ w________
{k)(l — exp(—w / r ) ) '

Setting w = 0 makes p — r/{k), which agrees with the static network result. In the fast
rewiring limit where w » r, we have p* = r/{k). In th e original paper [17], this prediction,
independent of the mean field equations, is given without simulation results. A test of it is
given in Figure 1.2, and it is shown to predict the simulated epidemic thresholds quite well.
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C hapter 2

M ed ia effect on ep id em ic sp read in g
in a d a p tiv e so cial netw orks
2.1

Sum m ary

We model simultaneous spread of an epidemic and awareness about the epidemic on an
adaptive social network. A previous Susceptible-Infectious-Susceptible (SIS) model with
avoidance rewiring is extended.

Susceptible and infectious nodes are each divided into

aware and unaware types. Aware nodes affect the network structure by rewiring their con
nections adaptively to reduce disease exposure. Public media information is considered as an
external source of node awareness. The effects of awareness on disease spread and network
structure are explored, and stochastic simulations are compared w ith a pair approximation.
Depending on param eter values, network adaptation can generate steady-state behavior or
periodic oscillations of infection and awareness levels, and the m ean field approach predicts
similar dynamics. The epidemic threshold is predicted using two different methods, and a
critical media rate controlling the existence of an epidemic threshold under fast rewiring is
given. O ur results indicate th a t node awareness can play a significant role in minimizing
disease spread. The study in this chapter is joint work with Thilo Gross.
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2.2

In trodu ction

Modeling of epidemic spread on networks has been paid considerable attention in recent
years, and these works revealed the importance of network structure in disease spreading
dynamics (e.g., [13, 14, 17, 16]). Many real world networks, including certain technological,
biological and social networks, are believed to change their structures adaptively in response
to processes occurring on their nodes [18]. In particular, people may change their behavior in
response to an ongoing epidemic in their neighborhood by taking disease avoidance actions
to protect themselves [17]. For example, a person may choose to work at home rather
than in the office after discovery of his own infection with a contagious disease, in order to
prevent his officemates from being infected. Several works implemented network adaptation
via avoidance rewiring, in which noninfected nodes wire their links away from infected nodes
and towards other noninfected nodes [17, 23, 20, 24, 21, 22, 30]. The rules of the rewiring
process may change depending on how the links to be rewired are chosen. For example,
in [17, 20, 21, 22] a susceptible node rewires to a random ly chosen susceptible node, under
the assumption th a t the infection status of a node is known to the whole population. In
[23] a susceptible node rewires to a random ly chosen node independent of the infection
status, whereas infected nodes may be allowed to rewire in [24]. Mean field models for node
and link dynamics based on a homogeneity assum ption have proven effective at predicting
epidemic dynamics in adaptive networks [17, 31, 20, 30].
However, the motivation for adaptation m ust be considered. In those models, nodes are
assumed a homogeneous response to epidemic spread. In reality, the avoidance behavior
should be the result of individuals’ subjective judgm ent, rather th an an identical choice by
all the individuals. Although part of the population seeks protection actively, the others
simply do not take action despite the ongoing disease [32, 33, 34]. We incorporate this het
erogeneity in response by introducing node awareness and differentiate between individuals
based on the awareness states. While individuals may respond to a disease with actions like
wearing masks to reduce probability of infection, as modeled in [35, 36, 37], we focus on
the effect of disease avoidance behavior on epidemic spread. Aware individuals try to pro
13

tect themselves or others by replacing their dangerous social links in spontaneous rewiring
processes.
Individuals may acquire awareness from different sources. For example, awareness may
be evoked via public information sources such as broadcasts, TV and newspapers [33, 34],
On the other hand, individuals may also learn th e importance of disease avoidance in daily
communication with neighbors, colleagues, friends, etc.

[38, 39]. A review of epidemic

models incorporating individual response is given in [40], where various assumptions of
information source are discussed. While several works have considered both sources [36, 37],
we focus on public media information in this chapter.
An im portant aspect of disease spread and control is the epidemic threshold, which is
the critical disease transmission rate below which the disease will become extinct. The
calculation of epidemic threshold has been well established for static networks [6, 29], and
an estim ate for rewiring networks is given in [17] by averaging infective nodes’ degree over
their lifetime as rewiring occurs. We discuss how to extend this approach when link rewiring
depends on nodes’ awareness states.

Several methods for estim ating the threshold are

presented and contrasted. In the case where a link is rewired depending on the awareness
status of its ends, the same averaging technique is challenged because infective nodes lose
their links a t different rates. In this chapter, one m ethod using the same idea to predict the
epidemic threshold is given with further averaging assumptions, and it is compared with
another m ethod which predicts the threshold from a different perspective. In the limit of
rapid link adaptation, a critical condition is derived to generate sufficient awareness levels
th a t the disease cannot spread.
In this chapter, we extend a prior SIS model [17] to study the simultaneous spread of
an epidemic and awareness on an adaptive social network. The model is studied using
both mean field equations and Monte Carlo simulation on a well defined network.

In

Section 2.3, we introduce our model and a set of mean field equations based on a pair
approximation. Results on disease levels and bifurcation structures resulting from external
media information are given in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we show our predictions of the
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Figure 2.1: Node dynamics.
epidemic threshold under different scenarios, including in the limit of high media coverage
or fast rewiring. Conclusions are drawn in Section 2.6.

2.3

M od el

We modify an existing susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) model w ith adaptive rewiring
[17] by dividing susceptible and infected node classes each into aware and unaware types.
Nodes represent individuals in a society, and they are connected by links representing social
relationships. A susceptible node (Sa if aware or S u if unaware) becomes infected (Ia or I u,
respectively) at rate pAr/ >nbr , where N i<nbr is its number of infected neighbors and p is the
disease transmission rate. An infected node recovers back to susceptible at rate r.
Transitions in awareness state occur as follows. At rate m, an unaware node becomes
aware spontaneously. This spontaneous awareness corresponds to information arriving from
an external source (e.g., mass media). Further, an aware susceptible loses its awareness at
rate / because the individuals become less cautious as tim e goes by. We assume aware
infectives do not lose the awareness while they are still infected. A flow diagram for node
dynamics is shown in Figure 2.1.
Rewiring of links can occur only if at least one of the participating nodes is aware. If a
link connects a susceptible node to an infected node and one end is aware, the aware end
cuts off this link a t rate w. A link will be cut at rate 2w if both ends are aware. The
susceptible node then immediately finds a new neighbor to connect with. The selection of
the new neighbor is dependent on the awareness status of the susceptible end. If aware,
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the susceptible links to another randomly selected susceptible node; if unaware, it may also
choose an unaware infective to connect with because neither of them is aware of the need
to avoid disease spread. This rewiring process is analogous to the rewiring dynamics in
[17], in which susceptible-infected links rewire to susceptible-susceptible links, but with the
modification th a t only aware nodes make “safe” rewiring decisions. Self links and multiple
links are not allowed in this model. These rewiring rules are summarized in Figure 2.2.
Based on these assumptions about our network evolution, we model the full adaptive
network using discrete time Monte Carlo simulation. Throughout this section we use pop
ulation size N — 104 and total link number K = 105 in our simulations. The dynamics
occurring on our network includes infection of susceptible nodes, recovery of infected nodes,
informing unaware nodes, forgetting by aware nodes and rewiring of links. The Monte
Carlo simulation is implemented in a random sequential manner. Each Monte Carlo step
represents a short period of tim e A t = 1 in the system evolution. In each Monte Carlo step,
we allow N + K events to occur by randomly choosing N + K nodes and finks and updating
their status in randomly chosen possible event, with probabilities equal to the transition
rates specified above. For example, when an I u node is chosen, it becomes an I a or Su
node with probability m A f or rA f, respectively, and stays an Iu node otherwise. W hen an

S a — I u link is chosen, it is broken with probability u>A£ and the S a end establishes a new

link with a randomly chosen S a or S u node. By doing this, each possible node and link
transition is considered once on average per tim e step in the Monte Carlo simulation and
occurs at the appropriate rate.
In addition to simulation of the full system, we also use a set of mean field equations
to study the dynamics of nodes and links as applied in [17, 20]. In the node equations,
S a denotes the fraction of aware susceptible nodes and S u denotes the fraction of unaware

susceptible nodes, while Ia denotes the fraction of aware infective nodes and I u denotes
the fraction of unaware infective nodes. In the fink equations, L s ai u denotes the fraction
of finks between a type S a and a type I u node in all the finks, normalized by multiplying
K / N . O ther types of finks are represented in the same fashion. The mean field equations

are given as follows.
For nodes,
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For example, an unaware infected node can leave I u class when it recovers, or acquire
awareness through media information. The two negative term s in the I u node equation
represents these possible dynamics. Only an S u node can directly turns into an I u node
because aware infected nodes do not lose their awareness, so we see only two positive terms
in the I u equation. An S u node can be infected by either its I u or I a neighbors, at rate
pLSuiu or PL Suiu respectively. One node equation and one link equation can be eliminated
due to conservation of nodes.
Just as the evolution of node variables depends on the links, the evolution of link vari
ables depends on triples of nodes. To close the system, we have applied the pair approxima
tion used in [41, 17, 20]. For example, in the last link equation, we list all the possible ways
of getting or losing an I UI U link. An I u node in this link changing its status will cause this
link to leave I UI U link class, and it can happen a t rate m for acquiring awareness through

media or r for recovery. In contrast, an Su-Iu link may become an Iu-Iu link when the Su
end becomes infected. It can be infected by the Iu end, or by another I u or Ia neighbor
it has. For the latter to occur, this Su node must be in the middle of a triple structure
of Ju-Su-Iu or Ia-Su-Iu. We use L s ui u L s ui u / Su and LsuiaL s uiu/ S u to approximate the
number of Iu-S u-Iu and Ia-S u-Iu triples, respectively, normalized by the population size N ,
as shown in Section 1.3. By doing this, we close the system at second order terms.
The mean field differential equations constitute a 12-dimensional approximate model
of the network system. We use XPPAUT 6.10 [42] to obtain bifurcation structures of the
mean field equations in the following sections. To avoid division by zero errors in the terms
approximating node triples, we added infinitesimal positive term s to the denominators in
th e link equations th a t approach zero when either the infection or awareness is lost. This
minor modification does not change the accuracy of our analysis, since in each of these
term s the num erator approaches zero more quickly.

2.4

B ifu rcation stru ctu re

In this section, we study the interaction of disease spread and information coming from
an external source (e.g., mass media). We first consider behavior of the system under fast
rewiring, when adaptation is rapid in comparison to the rate of disease dynamics. The
m edia-generated awareness level plays a significant role in controlling both the disease level
and the bifurcation structure of the system. Figure 2.3 shows the dependence of the steadystate mean infective level on the disease transmission rate for various media rates. When
the media rate is slow and a small fraction of the population is aware (Figure 2.3(a)), the
system has only a single stable steady state at each disease transmission rate. The disease
free state (DFS) loses its stability in a forward transcritical bifurcation at some threshold
infection rate. The mean field model agrees w ith simulations of the full system. In the
param eter range displayed, the bifurcation structure resembles th a t of the SIS model on a
static network [17], although a Hopf bifurcation can occur at higher infection rates. This new
type of behavior can be seen better when the media rate increases, as shown in Figure 2.3(b).
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Similar to the low media rate case, the DFS again loses its stability in a forward transcritical
bifurcation, and a stable endemic branch is observed. A Hopf bifurcation occurs at a higher
disease transmission rate, where the endemic branch then loses its stability. Beyond the
Hopf bifurcation point, the system displays stable periodic oscillations, and the oscillation
region ends with another Hopf bifurcation at a higher transmission rate. The region where
longer error bars appear is where stable periodic oscillations are observed, as each error bar
represents the standard deviation of the stochastic time series.
The inset of Figure 2.3(b) is a sample tim e series showing periodic oscillations. It shows
the typical behavior of the simulated fraction of I a nodes, while other node types also oscil
late but a t different levels. For the param eters shown, the period of the oscillation ranges
from around 2000 MCS steps to around 200 MCS steps, decreasing as the transmission rate
increases. Both the simulated full system and the mean field results agree th a t there is a
large param eter range associated with periodic oscillations, although some details of the
oscillations are different. For example, the mean field yields a shorter period and narrower
range of oscillations, with errors presumably originating due to higher order network struc
tures not included in the mean field equations. The oscillations in our model are in contrast
with the model without awareness in which all SI finks can rewire, which oscillates for only
very narrow param eter ranges near bifurcation points [17]. However, wide regions of stable
oscillatory behavior have previously been observed in a system where the rewiring rate is
proportional to the infection level [31]. The similarities between our model and th a t of
[31] likely occur because in both cases higher infection levels lead to more rewiring. In the
case of our model, this is because infected nodes are assumed not to lose their awareness
(forgetting occurs only for susceptible nodes), so awareness levels are higher when infection
is high. Avoidance rewiring decreases after the population starts to control the infection,
at which point the infection levels again start to rise.
At even higher media rates, a different dynamical structure is observed (Figure 2.3(c)).
The transcritical bifurcation now bends backward, and the system displays bistability. The
endemic branch is located by sweeping disease transmission rate p from larger to smaller
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Figure 2.3: Infected fraction versus transmission rate for various media rates, with fast
rewiring. Solid curves: mean field stable steady states; dashed curves: mean field unstable
steady states; circles: averages for full stochastic system. Error bars in panel (b) are stan
dard deviation of stochastic time series, (a) Slow media rate, m = 0.00005. (b) M oderate
media rate, m = 0.001. Inset shows tim e series of aware infected fraction I a in the full
system for p = 0.0059. (c) Fast media rate, m = 0.025. O ther parameters: r = 0.002,
/ = 0.001, w = 0.3. Simulation is run 36000 MCS steps for each transmission rate and is
sampled every 10 MCS steps. First half of each tim e series is discarded to avoid transients.
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Figure 2.4: Infected fraction versus transmission rate w ith slow rewiring. Solid curves:
mean field stable steady states; dashed curves: mean field unstable steady states; circles:
averages for full stochastic system. Simulations are generated in the same way as in Figure
2.3. r = 0.002, / = 0.001, w = 0.03, m = 0.001, c = 0.
values in simulations, using the final state of each run as the initial condition for the next
run. To locate the disease free state, a small number of initial infectives axe introduced
into a population of susceptible nodes. The system are simulated for a set of p values from
smaller to higher, and the initial condition for each run is the same. This approach is given
in [20] with more details. Similar behavior was observed in [17] when all susceptible nodes
can rewire. Again we see good agreement between the mean field and simulations. For
the full system w ith slow rewiring (Figure 2.4), the system simply displays a single stable
steady state, as is the case in static networks [17].

2.5

E pidem ic thresh old

For better epidemic control, it is im portant to understand under what situation the disease
is able or unable to spread. The epidemic threshold is the transmission rate at which the
disease free branch loses its stability. It is also the rate for which the basic reproductive
number

Rq

equals 1.

Rq

can be interpreted as the average number of secondary infectives

produced by an initial infective during its infectious period [6].
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Figure 2.5: (a)Epidemic threshold changing with media rate under fixed other rates, w —
0.3, r = 0.002, / = 0.001. (b)Epidemic threshold changing with rewiring rate under fixed
other rates, m = 0.001, r = 0.002, / = 0.001.
The epidemic threshold for a static network has been well studied [6, 29]. Calculation
shows th a t

Rq

= p {k )/r on a random graph, where p is the transmission rate, r is the

recovery rate and (fc) is the average node degree in a random network, so the threshold
where R q = 1 is p* = r /(k ). For the SIS model in a network where all SI links can rewire
with rate w, an estim ate of the epidemic threshold has been given in [17],
»=

i
(k)( 1 —exp(—w / r ) ) '

This expression is derived by assuming an infected node loses its links at an average rate w
during an average infectious period £, and thus the degree of such a node is k(t) = exp(—wt),
where t is the tim e since its infection. The threshold equals p* = r /(k ) for w = 0 and
p* = w / ( k ) for w » r.
Figure 2.5 shows the mean field results of how the threshold changes with rewiring rate
or media rate. On th e one hand, the threshold increases as more nodes become aware under
fixed rewiring level (Figure 2.5(a)). W hen the media rate is so high th a t all the population
become aware, the system becomes th a t of [17]. The limit of the threshold is p* = 2w/{k),
where an SI link is rewired at rate 2w because both ends can initiate the rewiring in the high
awareness level limit. It agrees with prior prediction in [17] where the rewiring rate is w for
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all SI links. On the other hand, faster rewiring also increases the epidemic threshold under
fixed awareness level (Figure 2.5(b)), because links spreading disease are cut off sooner,
allowing less tim e for the infective to infect its neighbors. However, the curve flattens and
approaches a limit, because the disease controlling effect is limited by partial awareness.
A fraction of the population stays unaware and does not rewire links, so disease can still
spread through this part of the population.
In the instant rewiring limit, an infective node being introduced into the system imme
diately loses all its aware neighbors, and only unaware neighbors remain. Thus the number
of susceptible nodes remaining around this initial infected node is

+ m ), under the

assumption th a t the infected node has an degree equalling the average of all nodes, (k ).
Demanding this quantity be less th an one yields a critical m edia rate of m* = f{{k) — 1),
beyond which the disease cannot spread regardless of the infection rate because infective
nodes do not retain enough susceptible neighbors. Thus a possible disease control strategy
is improving public media dissemination so th a t the fraction of population aware of the
need for immediate disease avoidance reaches the critical value m*.
The mean field equations well predicts the system behavior qualitatively, and gives ac
curate qualitatively predictions for the endemic steady states. However, it has more inaccu
racies near the epidemic threshold, which is shown later in Figure 2.6. Meanwhile, locating
the epidemic threshold in simulation is time consuming, and may suffer uncertainties due to
the stochastic nature of the Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore, better threshold prediction
are needed for the system with awareness, and we present two m ethods in this section. In
the first and simplest m ethod, the effective degree of infective nodes is derived to calculate
the epidemic threshold in a fashion similar to the one applied in [17], with further averaging
assumptions. In the second m ethod, more detailed differential equations are w ritten for
transitions between initially aware and unaware infectives with each possible number of
aware and unaware neighbors, and stability of the disease free state is determined.
Let us consider the first approach. For an infected node in the network, its degree
changes at different rates in various dynamics depending on the awareness status of itself
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and its neighbors. For example, the number of unaware susceptible neighbors of an I u node,
denoted Uu, axe assumed to exponentially decay a t rate m during its lifetime as they become
aware. Meanwhile, its number of aware susceptible neighbors, denoted Ua, is increased in
this process. If ko is the initial degree of the infected node and a is the initial fraction
of aware susceptible in its neighbors, Uu and Ua can be w ritten as a function of t in the
following way, where t is the time since its infection.

Uu(t)

=

(1 —a )e~mtko + a e~wt(l — e~^)ko

(2.1)

Ua(t)

=

(1 —a ) ( l —e~mt)e~wtko + ae~wte ~ ft ko

(2.2)

The first term in each equation describes the process stated above, and the second
term describes a process in which the aware susceptible neighbors of the I u node become
unaware due to forgetting.

So both Uu and Ua consist of two parts: an original part

staying unchanged and a new part caused by awareness status change of neighbors. In
addition to the awareness status change, aware neighbors also rewire away from the I u node
at rate

w.

For example,the number of original S a neighbors staying aware at time t is

(1 —q)(1 —e~mt)ko, but only a fraction e~wt of them remain neighbors of the I unode. For
those original Sa neighbors who have become unaware, a higher fraction remain connected
to the I u node, because they do not rewire once losing their awareness. Meanwhile, a lower
fraction of original Su neighbors who have become aware remains, because no rewiring is
done before acquiring awareness. For simplicity, an average fraction exp(—wt) is applied to
all these three term s involving aware neighbors, which is a reasonable assumption because
of the hedging of undercounting the former fraction and overcounting the latter one.
Similarly, the number of unaware and aware susceptible neighbors of an I a node, denoted
A u and A a, respectively, can be w ritten as
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A u(t)

=

( l - a ) e - mte - wtk0 + a e - 2wt{ l ~ e - f t )k0

A a(t)

=

( l - a ) ( l ~ e - mt) e - 2wtk 0 + a e - 2wte - ^ k 0.

The difference between these two equations and those of an Iu node is caused by the fact
th a t an Ia node can initiate link rewiring by itself.
If an Iu node acquires awareness during its infectious period, the rate of losing degree
should be adjusted to reflect its status change, and this change may occur at different
times. For simplicity, a piecewise assumption is made in this approach. If the media rate m
is smaller than the recovery rate r, it stays unaware during its infectious period. Otherwise,
it is assumed to become an Ia node at time T = 1/m . For t < T , its degree follows Eq.(2.1)
and (2.2); for t > T , its degree follows

Cu(t)

=

(1 - a ) e - w<t- T>-mt*0 + a e - w(-2t~T\ 1 - e ~ ^ ) k 0

Ca(t)

=

( l - a ) ( l - e - mt) e - ^ 2t- TU 0 + a e - ^ 2t- r > -/% .

Also, we assume all infectives have a same initial degree /cq = (k), where {k) is the average
node degree in the network. By integrating these functions and averaging over their infec
tious period l / r , the time averaged degree of I u nodes and Ia nodes, denoted ku and ka
respectively, can be derived. If we assume the same aware fraction of infectives as susceptibles, we can get an averaged degree over all infectives as k j = a k a + (1 —a )k u, and thus
the epidemic threshold p* = r /k j .
A second prediction of the epidemic threshold is given from a different approach. All
I u nodes and I a nodes are classified into different degree classes according to the number of
Su and Sa neighbors they have. For example, Uk,i and A^ i represent the total number of
unaware or aware infectives having k unaware susceptible neighbors and I aware susceptible
neighbors, respectively. Node and fink dynamics causes inflows and outflows of each class,
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Figure 2.6: Prediction of the epidemic threshold. (a)w — 0.03 (b)w = 0.3. Blue: actual
epidemic thresholds from simulation results; purple: mean field results; red: prediction
given by m ethod 1; black: prediction given by m ethod 2.
and an example flow diagram is shown in Figure 2.7 for the Ak,i class. For example, an
Ia node may leave the A ^ j class when one of its S u neighbors becomes aware, and such
transitions cause a flow into the Ak-i,i+i class at rate mk. An opposite flow can occur a t a
different rate f ( l + 1). In contrast, the infection of an S a neighbor or the rewiring of a link
with it moves the I a into the A ^ j - 1 class, and the flow from A^,i to A ^ j - i is irreversible
because an Ia node cannot be the target of rewiring and thus acquire new neighbors before
its recovery.
For susceptible nodes being infected by the initial infectives, they are assumed to have
average numbers of S u and Sa neighbors, kn and ln respectively. This assumption about the
initial local neighborhood of infectives is the prim ary assum ption made in this approach.
In a network where the average node degree is (k ), kn = (1 —a){k) and ln = a{k), both
rounded to the nearest integer. Because Iu nodes may be rewired to and have increased
links, we allowed maximum values of k and I to be 40, and it is believed to be large enough
to give accurate predictions for our simulations where (k ) = 20. In the large population
limit, a set of differential equations can be w ritten for the tim e derivative of the population
in each degree class. The epidemic threshold can be found by calculating the eigenvalues of
the Jacobian m atrix. Because of the high dimension of the m atrix, an analytical solution
cannot be given explicitly. Instead, the threshold is approxim ated by finding the value where
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class with corresponding rates.

the determ inant of Jacobian changes sign. We take this approach because a transcritical
bifurcation occurs a t the epidemic threshold. Compared to the multiple assumptions made
in the first m ethod, this second m ethod is expected to give more accurate prediction of
thresholds.
The thresholds predicted by both methods are given in Figure 2.6, along w ith the
thresholds from simulation and mean field results. The simulation thresholds are located
in the following way. We sweep disease transmission rate p from smaller to larger values
using a finer step th an th a t of Sec.2.4. For each p, we begin MCS with constructing a
new random graph with half of the nodes being aware susceptible and half being unaware
susceptible, and then randomly choose 5% of them to be infected while retaining their links.
The total number of nodes is N = 104 and total number of links is 105. The systems are
each simulated for 50,000 MCS steps, and the param eter sweepings are done 5 times. The
first halves of all time series are discarded, and the steady states are averaged over 5 runs.
The largest p value where disease is driven into extinction is located as the threshold. Due
to the stochastic nature of the system, inaccuracy remains in the threshold values.
As can be seen, both m ethods give more accurate threshold compared to the mean field
equations. For the param eter ranges considered, thresholds predicted by methods 2 are a
5% average improvement compared to the results from m ethod 1. In addition, this m ethod
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can be easily extended to other models, where different or more dynamics may occur. For
example, nodes may acquire awareness through contact with their aware neighbors in the
following chapter. In method 2, corresponding term s can be easily adjusted because the
number of aware neighbors is already contained in each class. In contrast, the piecewise
assum ption in m ethod 1 no longer holds because infected nodes no longer become aware
spontaneously at the same rate. On the other hand, prediction 1 is more tim e efficient
despite its inadequacies. A possible combination of both m ethods is starting with m ethod 1
where it applies, and thus locate a relatively accurate threshold. M ethod 2 can be applied
from there if a more accurate epidemic threshold is needed.

2.6

C onclusions and discussion

In summary, we have studied the effect of public media information on epidemic and aware
ness spread in an adaptive network. Instead of assuming every individual has the same
chance of rewiring a link, a more reasonable assumption is made where individuals take
action when they are aware of the need to do so. The awareness to take disease avoidance
behavior can help nodes protect themselves from infection, and it can arise from public
media information.
We have shown th a t the media-motivated awareness is effective in depressing disease
levels. A wide range of periodic oscillation of infection level is observed for intermediate
media rates under fast rewiring, predicted by both simulations and mean field equations.
Mean field equations generally give good prediction of the full system, but the accuracy
decreases near epidemic threshold. In the low and high media limit, our system behaves as
expected from previous work.
The effect of rewiring and awareness on epidemic threshold are also studied. We have
derived a critical media rate under the assumption of instant rewiring, and showed th a t no
disease can spread if the media rate is over it. W hen the media rate falls below the critical
value, we have given two ways to predict the values of epidemic threshold. Compared to
mean field equations, both work well in approximating th e actual thresholds from simulation
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results.

Our work also shows th a t faster rewiring actions have a significant impact on

increasing epidemic thresholds, especially combined with improved media coverage.
Given a fixed media rate or a fixed rewiring rate, increasing the other indefinitely won’t
be enough to control the disease by driving the epidemic threshold to infinity. Thus increas
ing both may be needed to eliminate the disease. However, any media message about benefit
of disease avoidance th a t is effectively disseminating to more and more people is probably
a good message th at would also increase the reaction rate of people who already heard it
before, so a good media campaign might be likely to increase both m and w automatically.
This result sheds light on a possible way of disease control.
W hat is not included in this model is other possible sources of nodes awareness. In
real life, people acquire awareness not only from public sources including newspapers and
TV, but also from their social connections including updates and alerts from friends and
colleagues. Unlike being informed by public media which is a spontaneous process, this
second source of acquiring awareness is based on contacts and communication with others.
In the following chapter, we will compare th e influence of these two awareness sources on
disease levels and epidemic thresholds.
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C hapter 3

C om m u n ication effect on ep id em ic
sp read in g in a d a p tiv e social
netw orks
3.1

Sum m ary

Here we look further into a modified Susceptible-Infectious-Susceptible (SIS) model studied
in prior work by adding node-to-node communication as a source of node awareness other
than public media information. Awareness motivates nodes to take disease avoidance ac
tions by rewiring their network connections, and susceptible and infectious nodes are both
differentiated into aware and unaware types. Stochastic simulations are compared with a
mean field model. The impact of node-to-node communication together with network adap
tation on the disease levels are studied, and a network separation phenomenon is discovered
and discussed under fast rewiring. Communication as a source of node awareness is com
pared with public media information in term s of disease levels and epidemic thresholds, and
a relationship of the thresholds under different awareness sources is derived. Our results
indicate th a t node awareness is im portant in controlling disease spread, and the source of
node awareness plays a significant role under certain situations. The study in this chapter
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is joint work with Thilo Gross.

3.2

In trodu ction

Much effort has been contributed to the study of epidemics, beginning with classical deter
ministic models, including the Susceptible-Infectious-Susceptible (SIS) model and SusceptibleInfectious-Recovered (SIR) model, in which the population is assumed to be continuous and
well mixed [5, 43, 6]. However, these deterministic models are inadequate to capture certain
characteristics of disease spreading, such as stochastic fluctuations and complexity of the
underlying population. New models accounting for those characteristics have been studied
in recent years due to the development of new techniques and network theories [7, 13, 11].
The spread of simple epidemics has been been simulated and analyzed on large networks
[44, 45, 13, 14, 46].
More recently, attention has turned to epidemic spread on adaptive networks, because
the spreading of a disease in human societies can trigger reactions th a t can in tu rn alter the
structure of the underlying population [17, 18]. Subsequently, much work has been done
to study epidemics on adaptive networks (e.g., [20, 30]), where links between healthy indi
viduals and infective individuals are broken to prevent the disease from spreading. Various
assumptions for the details of link breaking have been made. In [17, 20], a susceptible node
immediately establishes a new link with another susceptible after its link with an infective
node breaks. In [47], an infective node is also a possible choice for the newly established
link. In [48], tem porary deactivation of a link between a healthy node and an infective node
is assumed, followed by the reactivation when the infective node recovers. For a review of
other network adaptation mechanisms in response to epidemic spreading, see [40].
The preceding link rewiring mechanisms ignore differences in individuals’ willingness
to take protective actions, and ignore th a t fact th a t some people are not aware of the
importance of disease avoidance. The awareness of disease may be interpreted differently,
as individuals respond to epidemics in different ways. In [37, 49], healthy and unhealthy
individuals are distinguished into two classes depending on their awareness, and the benefits
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of awareness include reduced susceptibility and faster treatm ent. In [35], individuals are
classified into multiple classes according to their awareness levels. The higher the awareness
level, the lower the susceptibility. In our work in Chapter 2, the awareness status of a node
determines its decision of taking link rewiring actions. The importance of the awareness lies
in how much awareness and thus social fink rewiring it evokes, and in the previous chapter
awareness arises from public media information (e.g., newspapers, TV and the Internet),
which is an outside source and is equally available to each individual.
In reality, individuals may acquire information not only from public media sources,
but also through communication w ith their social connections [32, 33, 34]. This node-tonode communication consists of a second way of spreading the awareness of disease avoid
ance actions. Individuals acquiring awareness from public media is a spontaneous process,
while acquiring awareness through communication is a contact based process. Although the
spreading of information based on contact has been studied [50, 35, 37, 49, 39, 51, 52], this
process is either without an ongoing epidemic, or not in a specific and interactive way as
modeled here. In this chapter, awareness is interpreted as the need to take disease avoid
ance behavior. We focus on network structural change caused by awareness-motivated link
rewiring, and study its effect on epidemic spread. Awareness can be provided by public
information sources (e.g., broadcasts, TV, newspapers) and by one-on-one communication
with friends and colleagues.
The simultaneous spreading of an epidemic and awareness on an adaptive social network
are studied via Monte Carlo simulations on networks and mean field equations for nodes and
finks based on a pair approximation. The layout of the chapter is as follows. In Section 2.3,
we introduce our model construction and the mean field equations. Results on disease levels
and epidemic thresholds are given in section 3.4. Node-to-node communication and media
information are compared in section 3.5 by looking at which of the two is more effective at
controlling disease spread. Conclusions are drawn and discussed in Section 3.6.
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3.3

M od el

We modify an existing susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) model w ith adaptation [17] in
a similar way to our work in C hapter 2, in which susceptible and infected node classes are
each divided into aware and unaware types. Nodes are individuals in a society, and they
are connected by links representing social relationships between them. Disease dynamics
proceeds as follows. A susceptible node (Sa if aware or Su if unaware) becomes infected (Ia
or I u, respectively) a t rate p N j, where N j is its number of infected neighbors. An infected
node spontaneously recovers back to susceptible at rate r. An unaware node can become
aware in two ways. At rate m, an unaware node spontaneously becomes aware, e.g., from
mass media information. An unaware node also becomes aware at rate cNa, where c is the
node-to-node communication rate and N a is its number of aware neighbors. In contrast,
we assume th at an aware susceptible loses its awareness at rate / because individuals may
gradually forget the need for caution. However, we assume aware infectives do not lose
awareness of their own disease. A flow diagram for node dynamics is shown in Figure 3.1.
unaware nodes

aw are nodes
m or cN.

susceptibles

Su

Sa
f

A
pN,

/

pN,

1

m or cN.

infectives

la

Iu

Figure 3.1: Node dynamics.
Link dynamics occurs in the same way in Chapter 2, as shown in Figure 3.2. If a link
connects a susceptible node to an infected node and at least one end is aware, the aware
end cuts off this link at rate w. Thus a link will be cut at rate 2w if both ends are aware.
The susceptible node then immediately finds a new neighbor to connect with. The selection
of the new neighbor is dependent on the awareness status of the susceptible. If aware,
the susceptible links to another randomly selected susceptible node; if unaware, it may
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Figure 3.2: Link dynamics.
also choose an unaware infective to connect with because neither of them is aware of the
need to avoid disease spread. This rewiring process is analogous to the rewiring dynamics
in [17], in which susceptible-infected links rewire to susceptible-susceptible links, but with
the modification th a t only aware nodes make intelligent rewiring decisions. Self links and
multiple links are not allowed in this model.
Based on these assumptions about our network evolution, we simulate the adaptive
network using the same methods in Section 2.3. The dynamics occurring on our network
includes infection of susceptible nodes, recovery of infected nodes, unaware nodes acquiring
awareness through media or communication, forgetting by aware nodes and rewiring of
existing links. Aside from simulating the full network system, we also use the following set
of mean field equations to model the dynamics of nodes and finks as applied in C hapter 2.
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For nodes,
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These differential equations constitute a lower dimensional model for the network evolu
tion, and provide us an approximation of the full system. To close the system at the second
order, we are applying the pair approximation used in Section 2.3. We use X P P AUTO
6.10 [42] and M atlab to obtain the bifurcation graphs in the following sections.

3.4

D isease under com m unication

Public information from media is a m ajor source for disseminating im portant information,
such as an ongoing epidemic. In Chapter 2 we have shown th at public media information
has a significant im pact on disease spreading, especially on the bifurcation structure of
the system. Depending on param eter values, network adaptation can generate steady-state
behavior or periodic oscillations, and public media information can help minimize disease
spread via developing awareness in nodes. However, people acquire information from not
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only the public media but also from communication with their social contacts in real life.
To understand the effect of node-to-node communication, we take it into consideration as
the sole source of node awareness in this section, and its comparison w ith media will be
given in Section 3.5.

3.4.1

Stead y S tate B ifurcations

First we study the steady-state behavior of the system. The steady-state infective levels
are plotted versus the infection transmission rates in Figure 3.3. W hen communication
is a t a low level, th e system has a single steady state as shown in Figure 3.3(a). The
disease free state loses its stability as the disease transmission rate increases from lower
values past a critical value, which is commonly known as the epidemic threshold p*, and
then the infection introduced into the system will spread rather than simply dying out.
W hen disease transmission crosses p* from below, the steady-state fraction of I u nodes
experiences an initial increase from zero, and then drops to a lower level when the disease
infects m ajority of the population, as can be seen in the inset of Figure 3.3(a). Because
infected nodes do not forget, an increased infection level causes a high awareness fraction
in the population.
W hen communication is at an interm ediate level, the system dynamics becomes more
complicated. The dashed part of the curve in Figure 3.3(b) represents a region where the
endemic steady state is unstable and the disease level experiences stable periodic oscilla
tions. The oscillations occur because the awareness increases with disease level as infected
nodes do not forget, and an increased awareness level depresses the disease spreading as a
negative feedback. Aware nodes’ number decreases after the population starts to control
the infection, at which point the infection levels start to rise again. A wide range of oscilla
tion is observed for some other higher w values in both MCS and M FE results. W hen the
communication rate is higher, the periodic oscillation disappears and the system exhibits
bi-stability in Figure 3.3(c). For a certain range of transmission rates, a few initial infectives
may die out or spread the disease over the network, depending on the initial condition of
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Figure 3.3: Infected fraction versus transmission rate p under (a) c = 10- 4 ; (b) c = 1.5 x
10- 4 ; (c) c = 5 x 10- 4 . Circles: network simulation results; solid curves: mean field stable
steady states; dashed curves: mean field unstable steady states. In the inset of (a): black:
fraction of Iu; red: fraction of I a. O ther param eters: w — 0.03, m = 0. Recovery rate
r = 0.002 and forgetting rate / = 0.001 are fixed throughout this chapter.
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the system. The endemic branch and the disease free state are located in the same way
applied in Section 2.4.
The effect of increasing communication can also be seen in Figure 3.3, for a faster
rewiring network. One can see th a t a higher communication rate depresses the disease
level, especially when the disease transmission is low and the disease has not spread all over
the network. However, all the curves asymptotically saturate to the same endemic state,
and increasing communication rate has little influence on it. The limit at high transmission
rate is independent of communication rate because infected nodes do not forget, so when
a large fraction of the population is infected, most nodes are aware and able to rewire.
So increased communication cannot produce significantly more awareness in the system
because awareness level has already saturated.
Figure 3.4 shows how the steady-state fraction of aware infective nodes (I a) changes
along with transmission rates p. W hat is interesting is the direction of the transcritical
bifurcation, where the disease free branch loses its stability, changes twice as the commu
nication rates increase from very low values to higher values. It bends backward at low
values (red curve), then bends forward for interm ediate values (blue curve), and finally
bends backward again for high values (black curve). At a very low communication level, I a
cannot survive due to lack of awareness spreading. Meanwhile, Ia cannot survive at high
communication level, because its links with susceptible neighbors are being rewired due to
awareness abundance. If the disease transmission is not high enough to sustain the infection
spreading, I a nodes go extinct.
As a disease-avoidance-awareness driven behavior, rewiring is also expected to reduce
the disease level. We simulate the full system under different rewiring rates w to study its
effect. For each w , the disease transmission rate p is swept from larger to smaller values.
For each p swept, we begin MCS with constructing a new random graph w ith all nodes
being susceptible, and then randomly choose 5% of them to be infected while retaining
their links. The system is then simulated for 50,000 MCS steps. Figure 3.5 show our
simulation results, where disease level decreases considerably with faster rewiring. When a
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Figure 3.4: Bifurcation of I a fractions. Red curve: c = 2 x 10 5; blue curve: c = 10 4;
black curve: c = 5 x 10- 4 . O ther parameters: w = 0.03, m = 0.
higher communication rate acts together w ith faster rewiring, the disease levels experiences
significant drops. However, the observed disease level is not monotonically decreasing with
lower transmission rate. A closer observation of the network structure explains this non
monotonic behavior, and is explained in the following section.

3.4.2

N etw ork Separation Effect

W hen node-to-node communication is the sole source of awareness, a network may evolve
into an absorbing state where it splits into two disconnected components, one with only
aware and unaware susceptible nodes (denoted component A) and the other containing all
the infected nodes in the population and a few unaware susceptible nodes (denoted compo
nent B). Figure 3.6 plots a separated network from simulation results, and its composition
is given in Table 3.1. The network is constructed as a random graph, and 5% of the nodes
are random ly chosen to be infected as initial condition.
Network separation is typically observed in the cases of fast rewiring. Because I a nodes
rewire away from their susceptible neighbors, they are effectively isolating themselves. Sim
ilarly, Sa nodes are protecting themselves away from disease. In this process, only links
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communication rates. Blue circles: slower rewiring, slower communication (w = 0.03,
c = 1.5 x 10- 4 ); M agenta squares: faster rewiring, slower communication (w = 0.3, c =
1.5 x 10~4); black triangles: faster rewiring, faster communication (w = 0.3, c = 5 x 10” 4).
Media rate: m = 0. For the m agenta squares, network separation is observed for those dots
corresponding to transmission rates between 0.001 and 0.004, explained in Section 3.4.2.
between Su and I u nodes are possible paths for disease spreading. Once a Su node becomes
infected, all its Sa neighbors quickly rewire away. Eventually these connected Su and Iu
nodes form a connected component, separated from the rest of the network. The network
separation is an absorbing state. Although the disease is kept alive in component B, it can
never invade component A. Due to the lack of awareness, nodes in component B will never
initiate rewiring. On the other hand, there is no disease to motivate rewiring for nodes in
component A, and thus no link will be established to reconnect these two components. Ac
cordingly, the disease dynamics now only reflect the separated network. In contrast, when
media information is a source of awareness, unaware susceptible nodes all over the network
can acquire awareness from the media and subsequently rewire their links. This observation
reveals a potential disadvantage of communication as an awareness source.
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Component Index
Component Size
Number of Infected Nodes
Number of Aware Nodes

1
8759
0
6041

2
765
451
0

3
2
0
0

4
3
0
0

5
2
0
0

6
2
0
0

7
3
0
0

8
5
0
0

9
2
0
0

Table 3.1: Network components. Total number of aware nodes: 6041. Total number of
infected nodes: 451. Number of isolated nodes: 457. Total number of susceptible nodes:
9549.

Figure 3.6: A plot showing the network separation phenomenon. Blue: Sa nodes; green: S u
nodes; red: I u nodes. Param eter values: p = 0.002, c = 1.5 x 10~4,to = 0.3, m = 0.

3.5

A w aren ess Sources C om parison

In this section, we consider which source of awareness is more effective at controlling disease,
and we evaluate the two sources in two aspects.

3.5.1

D isease Levels

We first compare the influence of media and communication on disease levels. Given a
particular level of awareness generated by either media or communication, we ask which is
associated w ith lower infection levels. We begin with two size N = 104 random networks
w ith the same average degree, setting half of the nodes Sa the the rest S u. Then we randomly
pick half the nodes to be infected as the initial condition. In one network, media is the only
source of awareness, and in the other communication is the only source. The disease level
and awareness level a t steady state are recorded. The system is simulated under a series
of communication rates and media rates to generate different disease and awareness levels,
and a new network is generated for each c or m value. Two typical results under different
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Figure 3.7: Disease level plotted versus awareness level. Blue circles: with communication.
Red crosses: with media, w = 0.03. (a)p = 5 x 10~3; (b)5 x 10~4.
disease transmission rates are shown in Figure 3.7.
Because infected nodes do not forget, awareness level increases with infection when
disease transmission rate p is relatively high.
awareness saturate the m ajority population.

This is the case in Figure 3.7(a), where
As a result, even a large variation in the

media rate or the communication rate has little effect on the disease level, as seen in Figure
3.3. Both media and communication produce same infection level for a given awareness
level. W hen transmission rates are lower and a smaller fraction of the population is infected
(Figure 3.7(b)), the source of awareness m atters more. For example, over most of the range
of Figure 3.7(b), a given amount of awareness is associated with lower infection levels if
the awareness arises from media than from communication. There is also a region where
the red curve lies on the horizontal axis while the blue curve stays above it. In those
cases, media has successfully driven the infection to extinction, while communication fails
to do so. From this aspect, media is a better source of nodes

awareness compared to

node-to-node communication. W ith public media information, I u nodes generate awareness
spontaneously and rewire their links w ith susceptibles, which depress disease spreading.
However, the source of awareness for I u nodes is cut off because their S a neighbors rewire
away in order to protect themselves, which leads to easier disease spreading instead.
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3.5.2

E pidem ic Thresholds

In Chapter 2, the epidemic threshold is predicted when media is the sole source of node
awareness. Understanding factors influencing the epidemic threshold may aid in disease con
trol, so it is im portant to know which awareness source is better at increasing the epidemic
threshold. To compare thresholds at corresponding param eter values, the communication
rate and media rate are chosen to generate the same awareness level at the disease free
state (DFS). We then explore the outcome of introducing infection into the system. We
derive an approximate epidemic threshold for the media and communication cases under
the assumption th a t rewiring is instant and recovery can be neglected. Our work predicts a
higher epidemic threshold under media than communication, and it agrees with simulation
results shown in Figure 3.7.
We develop the approximation by considering how the disease would evolve once a
random initial infective is introduced to the DFS. In a static random network where the
average node degree is {k ), an initial infective produces secondary infections at rate p(k), and
the period it stays infectious is 1 /r. So the total number of secondary infections produced
is jRo = p {k)/r, which is known as the basic reproductive number. Requiring R q = 1 yields
the epidemic threshold p* — r{k). In a network where rewiring is assumed to be instant,
the initial infective has to be I u to keep its links with Su neighbors. Otherwise, the disease
would not spread because all links to the infective would be instantly cut off. For the
disease to spread along an S UIU link, both ends must rem ain unaware before S u is infected.
In the following analysis, we will assume th a t the network is homogeneous so th at the local
neighborhood of each node equals the average. The aware fraction at the DFS is denoted
by a, and the average node degree is (k ).
Considering an SUI U link in the communication case, only the S u end can acquire aware
ness through its Sa neighbors at rate ca(k), because the number of Sa neighbors is (k). Once
it acquires awareness, the S UI U link is immediately cut off. As a result, the Iu node loses
all its S u neighbors a t time 1/ca(k) on average. Because it produces secondary infections
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at rate p ( l —a ) (k), the basic reproductive number Ro can be derived:
„
p (l - a){k)
*° ~ —
’
Setting Ro = 1 we then solve for the threshold under communication:
ca(k)
Pc

In the media case, the two ends of an SUI U link each acquires awareness at rate m, so
the SUIU links are broken at rate 2m. Similarly we have the basic reproductive number Ro
for the media case:
p ( l -<*)(*}
=
2m
•

^

At the DFS, the awareness level is balanced by the forgetting of S a nodes and informing of
Su nodes, which yields f a = m (l — a). Using th at and setting Ro = 1 we then solve for
the threshold under media:

*
Pm ~

2m ( f + m)
m

•

We next find the relationship between m and c th at produces matching awareness levels.
In both media and communication cases, awareness is lost at the same total rate, a f N ,
before introducing infection, and the loss is balanced by the spreading of awareness. So the
to tal rate a t which nodes gain awareness in two cases must be the same to m atch awareness
levels at the DFS. In the media case, it is obviously m (l —a ) N , where N is the total number
of nodes. Although there is no outside source in the communication case, S a nodes act as
source inside the system as they spread awareness to Su neighbors, at rate c(l —a ) ( k ) a N .
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Since the awareness level is kept the same under two cases, we should have

m (l —a ) N = c(l —a )(k )a N ,

which simplifies as ek = m + f . Using this and comparing p*m with p*, we have
tin = 2
Pc

This result shows th a t media as the source of awareness gives a higher epidemic threshold
than communication does under the same condition. In other words, there exists a range of
transmission rates for which the same amount of initial infective nodes introduced into the
system may be able to spread the disease if communication is the source of awareness, but
the disease will die out if media is the source of the awareness. This analysis is consistent
with Figure 3.7(b), in the region where media drives the infection into extinction while the
communication cannot.

3.6

C onclusions and d iscu ssion

We have studied the effect of partial awareness on epidemic spreading in adaptive networks.
Here we take node-to-node communication into consideration as another source of nodes
awareness, in additional to public media information which is studied in Chapter 2. We
have shown th a t the awareness to take disease avoidance behavior is effective in depressing
disease levels. Increasing communication will decrease disease level to some extent, and it
will be more effective in suppressing disease in a fast rewiring network than a slow rewiring
one.
In an adaptive network, node dynamics and network dynamics are always interacting.
We have shown th a t communication can lead to a significant change of the underlying
network structure, which is discusses in Section 3.4.2. Under the assumption th at nodes
rewire their links with the purpose of improving the health of whole society, infective nodes
may become isolated in a component of the network th a t lacks awareness. As a result,
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the disease can still survive in the smaller component while it could have been driven to
extinction if nodes awareness are from public media information. This discovery sheds light
on the importance of awareness source in disease control.
We have compared effects of mass media and communication as awareness sources on
disease levels and epidemic thresholds. Although there seems to be little to know difference
between them when the disease infects the m ajority of the population, in other regimes
communication may have disadvantages as a source of awareness. W hen disease level is low
and especially when disease transmission is near the epidemic threshold, aware neighbors of
infective nodes tend to rewire away from them , and thus the paths for the infective nodes
to obtain awareness are broken. The unaware susceptible neighbors of those infective nodes
remain vulnerable to infection, while their links to the infective nodes could have been cut
off by the infectives if the latter can acquire awareness via public media information. This
difference causes a lower epidemic threshold under communication than media. In addition,
a comparison of epidemic threshold under different awareness sources is given under the
assumption of instant rewiring and no recovery, and is found consistent with simulation
results. It provides a quantitative measure of the advantage of media in term s of epidemic
threshold.
While the formation of network separation has been observed and explained, it remains
unknown under which circumstances a network will separate.

It is worth looking into,

because of its significant impact on network structures. Also, network separation may be
caused by other spreading processes on social networks, such as the competition of opinions.
In [53], a similar phenomenon is observed for an adaptive voter model.

In a directed

network, supporters of an opinion discard links to opposing neighbors and establish new
links to nodes holding the same opinion. Such link rewiring causes the network to break
into components. A critical rewiring rate causing the network separation is predicted in
th at paper. Similar studies may be done for our awareness model to predict the condition
for network separation.
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C hapter 4

E xacerb a tio n effect on op in ion
c o m p e titio n in social netw orks
4.1

Sum m ary

We model the competition of two opinions, in the context of an emerging opinion trying
to replace a globally accepted one. A small fraction of highly committed supporters of
the new opinion are randomly distributed in the network among ordinary supporters of
the original one. We extend a previous model [54] to include exacerbation, in which failed
indoctrination by comm itted supporters of an opinion instead drives individuals to become
more comm itted to an opposing opinion. We also add reinforcement, in which individuals
can cause each other to become more comm itted to an idea they both share, as well as
decay of a strong commitment to a weaker one. Monte Carlo Simulation and mass action
equations are used to study the model. Our results indicate th a t exacerbation can play a
significant role in the outcome of opinion competition.

4.2

In trodu ction

The study of opinion dynamics has a long history [55, 56, 57]. The formations, evolutions
and competition of opinions are abundant in daily life, especially in the era of globalization.
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Individuals usually hold one of few limited number of opinions on specific issues, such
as what computer operating system to use, which political party to support, and what
religious belief to hold. W ith the developing of human society and growing of intercultural
communication, it is more common to see a widely accepted principle in a society being
challenged by a newer one which usually holds the opposite position [58, 59, 60, 61]. For
example, arranged marriage as a tradition in some countries has being challenged by modern
marriage views. Sometimes a traditional ideology, attitude or opinion is quickly replaced
by a newer and better one, while sometimes it is difficult to determine if the newer one is
better, and it competes with the traditional one for a relatively long time [62, 63].
In recent years, there is a growing interest in the study of opinion dynamics in the fields
of sociology, physics and computer science, and different models have been built in these
fields [15]. For example, the Ising model has been applied in the study of opinion dynamics in
[55, 64], where the spin-spin coupling represents the pairwise interaction between individuals
and the magnetic field represents the opinion supported by the m ajority population. The
voter model has been has been frequently investigated in the competition of two opinions
[65, 66], where a randomly chosen individual, designated the speaker, spreads a random
opinion he supports to a randomly chosen neighbor in the social network, designated the
listener. Variants of these models have also been studied, for example, models w ith three
or more opinion choices instead of two [67, 68, 54, 69].
The spreading of a new opinion usually starts with a small group of innovators who are
firmly com m itted to its support [70], Galileo Galilei’s challenging of earth-centered universe
theories being an example. Because of the significance of these individuals, different models
involving com m itted individuals, or defined in other names, have been studied in [70, 68, 54].
These studies indicate th a t the comm itted supporters play a m ajor role in the opinion
competition outcome. In most cases the comm itted supporter population is assumed to be
fixed [68, 54], but this assumption may be relaxed to better incorporate the reality. For
example, an individual’s support of an opinion may be reinforced via contact with other
supporters [69], while committed supporters of an ideology, attitude or opinion may become
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less firm or even abandon their extreme stances spontaneously [71, 69].
Although these models have given significant results on opinion competition, one im
portant mechanism has not been included. In prior models, when an individual speaks
his opinion to a listener, the listener either is influenced in th a t direction or remains his
original stance. In fact, another possible outcome is th a t the disbelief of the listener in this
opinion becomes exacerbated, causing it to move toward a more opposing position. It is
similar to the Reverse Psychology known in psychological and social sciences [72, 73]. For
example, a child is told “I bet you can’t catch me” if an adult would like the child to run
after him, and it is usually a working strategy. In online forums, arguments between the
supporters of different sport team s or political parties often cause stronger opposition in
stead of neutralization. As a typical response in hum an behavior, it is im portant to include
the exacerbation effect into the modeling of opinion spread.
In [54], a basic model of ideological revolution is studied w ith several variants, with
the goal of finding out situations where a m ajority of the population can settle on a neu
tral position between a traditional opinion and a new one. A fixed number of committed
supporter is assumed for the new opinion. A fraction of the population may be able to
stay neutral, depending on how easily they can be persuaded. We extend this model by
introducing exacerbation as a negative outcome of attem pted indoctrination, and study the
effect of exacerbation on competition outcomes. In the exacerbation process, an individual
who originally holds the traditional opinion becomes a committed supporter of it when
approached by a comm itted supporter of the newer one, and vice versa. The committed
statu s of an individual is also assumed to change in degeneration and reinforcement.
The layout of the chapter is as follows. In Section 4.3, we introduce our model construc
tion and give our mass action equations. Deterministic results are given in section 4.4, and
stochastic network simulation results are discussed in section 4.5. Conclusion are drawn
and future work discussed in section 4.6.
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4.3

M od el

We model the competition of two opinions by considering a network w ith a constant number
of nodes, C , and a constant number of undirected links, K . Nodes represent individuals
in a society, and they are connected by links representing social relationships. Double
connections or self-connections are not allowed. There are five classes of nodes, including
committed supporter of opinion A (Ac), ordinary supporter of opinion A (A), ordinary
supporter of opinion B (B ), committed supporter of opinion B (Bc), and neutral nodes
supporting neither opinion (N ). Node dynamics are described as follows in the perspective
of opinion A, and all the dynamics are symmetric for opinion B.
A comm itted node gradually loses its extreme stance and spontaneously degenerates to
an ordinary supporter at rate d. A neutral node can be persuaded and becomes an ordinary
supporter of opinion A by contacting with an A or A c node, and the rate of such persuasion
is

pn-

The same persuasion process can also occur to a B node and converts it into a

neutral node at rate p. An ordinary supporter’s belief in opinion A can be reinforced by
communicating with other A nodes or A c nodes, and it becomes a committed supporter
at rate r per contact. Meanwhile, it also becomes an A c node at rate e because of the
exacerbation effect, when contacted with a B c node. A list of node dynamics with associated
rates are given in Table 4.1, and a flow diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. This model builds
on a prior model in [54], where the fraction of A c nodes is fixed at a positive value, and no
B c nodes exist.
In additional to stochastic simulation, we also use a set of mass action equations to
study the dynamics of the system. In the equations, different classes of nodes are assumed
to be well mixed over the network, and their contact processes are approxim ated by mass
action laws. We partially overload notation in our equations, where A c, A , N , B and
B c respectively represent the fraction of individuals in each class in the total population.
The five mass action equations are given below, and one can be eliminated because the
population is conserved in this model. The dynamics of the system in the large-population
limit is given deterministically and continuously in this way.
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Transition
Persuasion of N
Persuasion of A /B
Reinforcement
Degeneration
Exacerbation

rate
Pn

P
r
d
e

Processes
A /A c + N — >A /A c + A
A /A c + B — >A /A c + N
A /A c ■+ A — * A /A c + A c
A c — >A
A c + B — >A c 4 - B c

Table 4.1: Node dynamics and corresponding rates.
In this study, we consider the competition of two opinions in the context of a new
opinion (A) trying to replace a traditional one (B). We introduce a fraction of committed
A supporters into a network of ordinary B supporters, and study the competition of two
opinions under different scenarios. The initial fraction of A c is denoted by c. We use such
an initial condition to simulate the node dynamics, and numerically integrate mass action
equations with M atlab for a long tim e until the system approaches a steady state.

Ac =

vAi^A + A r) + eA B r —dA c

A

=

dA c + (j >n N - r A )(A + A c) - p A (B + B c) - eA B c

N

=

( p B - p NN ) ( A + A c) + ( p A - p NN ) ( B + B c)

B

=

dB c — p B (A + Ac) + (p n N — r B ) ( B A B c) - e B A c

Bc =

r B ( B + B c) + e B A c — d B c

r,

r,e

Be

Ac

Figure 4.1: A flow diagram of node status change.
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4 .4

D eterm in istic results

We first give a baseline result where degeneration, recovery and exacerbation are all turned
off. In this case, the system reduces to the stubborn m oderates case in [54], where a fixed
c is assumed. Different generalization of a basic model are discussed in th a t paper, in an
effort of finding a mechanism to settle the population on the neutral position.
Depending on how easily the neutral nodes are persuaded, the system may end up
in different steady states shown in Figure 4.2.

The fraction of neutral nodes grows as

they gradually become harder be persuaded, which agrees with an intuitive expectation.
However, if the persuasion rates falls below a critical value pc, the neutrals are driven to
extinction instead. In fact, decreasing the persuasion rate of neutral nodes reduces the
flow from N to both A and B , and depletes both the ordinary supporter populations. As
persuasion from opinion B supporters weakens while the number of A c nodes remaining
constant, the neutral population eventually becomes depleted and converted to opinion A
supporters. This counterintuitive result is discovered and explained in [54], and the critical
persuasion rate pc is also given under a constant c value.

0.8
0.6
- 0.4

0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
persuasion rates of Neutral nodes

0.01

Figure 4.2: Baseline result without degeneration, exacerbation or reinforcement. Node
fractions are plotted versus p n - Magenta: fraction of A nodes; Black: fraction of N nodes;
Cyan: fraction of B nodes. Initial fraction of A c: 0.045; Initial fraction of B c: 0. They are
not shown because they stay constant in this case. For this and following figures, p = 0.01.
W ith good understanding of the baseline model, we now consider the effect of exacer-
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bation on the competition outcome. To start with, Figure 4.3(a) shows the result where
the system evolves under a very small exacerbation rate without nodes degeneration or
reinforcement. As can be seen, even a very small exacerbation complete alters the outcome
of the system. Neutral nodes can no longer persist, and the system ends up in extreme
states. Not only the neutrals but also the ordinary supporters are driven into extinction,
and the population reaches steady states with mixes of A c nodes and B c nodes. Similar
to the baseline result, the fraction of B nodes experience a significant drop when p s falls
below a critical value. We denote this critical value pc, although it may be different from
the one given in [54].
For a p s greater than pc in Figure 4.3(a), the number of A c nodes are not great enough
to win neutral nodes over opinion B supporters. Meanwhile, B nodes are driven further in
opposing opinion A and become B c nodes. Because the committed state is absorbing, the
system will end up w ith a mix of A c and B c nodes. W hen p falls below pc, the B population
is not large enough to balance the effect of A c persuasion, so in a relatively short tim e the
system reaches a state, where a m ajority of the population are A and the rest being A c or
B c. Note th a t B c is positive in this region despite its small fraction. A small number of B c
nodes persist and slowly drive all the A nodes into committed state by exacerbation. An
example tim e series plot is given in Figure 4.3(b).
W hen degeneration is also in effect, nodes’ comm itted state is no longer absorbing. For
those p s values above pc where opinion B has an advantage, the system ends up with sole
ordinary B supporters, because A c nodes are quickly converted once they degenerate. For
those p s values below pc, a process similar to the one described above still occurs, in which
the system reaches a state of m ajority A nodes. Instead of slowly driven them to committed
status, the B c populations vanishes due to degeneration, as well as all A c nodes. As a result,
the system reaches another absorbing state where the whole population are A nodes. The
result is given in Figure 4.4. This switch between B winning and A winning happens at the
same persuasion rate for the param eters shown, regardless of whether the exacerbation or
reinforcement is turned on.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Com petition outcome with exacerbation dynamics, c = 0.045, e = 10~6, d =
r = 0. Fractions of A and N nodes are zero and not shown for better figure quality, (b)
Times series plot for pm = 0.05. Red: A c; Magenta: A; Black: N ; Cyan: B \ Blue: B c.
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Figure 4.4: Com petition outcome under exacerbation and degeneration, c = 0.045, e =
10~6,d = 10_6, r = 0. Magenta: A; Cyan: B; Blue: B c. Fractions of A c and N nodes are
zero and not shown.
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W hen a positive reinforcement rate is added to the system above, new comm itted nodes
appear. However, the winning opinion cannot be changed. Reinforcement only alters the
fraction of comm itted and ordinary supporters of an opinion, but does not change their total
number. For example, the final state of the population is now a mix of A c and A nodes
for those pjy under pc, which can be seen in Figure 4.5. The balance of the degeneration
of A c nodes and reinforcement of A nodes yields dAc = r { k ) A( A 4- A c), where (k) is the
average degree of nodes in the system. No m atter which opinion wins, d / (r{k ) + d) is the
fined fraction of comm itted nodes.

oA

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

persuasion rate of Neutral nodes

Figure 4.5: Com petition outcome under exacerbation, reinforcement and degeneration, c =
0.045, e = 10~6,d = 10_6, r = 10~6, (k) = 10. Red: A c; Magenta: A; Black: N; Cyan: B\
Blue: B c.
As one can intuitively expect, the higher the initial number of committed supporters,
the more possible th a t opinion A will excel in the baseline case. However, it becomes
less intuitive regarding to the benefit of initial number of comm itted supporters when the
exacerbation mechanism comes into play. As can be seen in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5,
the exacerbation mechanism actually increases the number of opinion A opponents, while
a fraction of the population stays in a neutral state without exacerbation.
To get a better understanding of the exacerbation effect under different initial fractions
of A c nodes, we plot the competition outcomes in Figure 4.6. Exacerbation rate e is swept
from zero to 0.01 using a step size of 0.0002 under each initial A c fraction c, for 50 different
c values in the interval [0,0.5]. A boundary fine is located by connecting the grid points
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where the winning opinion switches.

As can be seen, the initial fraction of committed

supporters is an overall advantage for the spread of opinion A, but a weaker one under
increased exacerbation rates.
to
0.35
A ana A rem a in

B a n d Be re m a in
c 0.25

0 .2 ,

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

exacerbation rate

Figure 4.6: Com petition outcome under various c and e values, d = 10_6, r = 10- 6 , (k) =
10. In regions above the boundary line, opinion A wins and the population ends up with
a mix of A and A c nodes. In regions under the boundary line, opinion B wins and the
population ends up with a mix of B and B c nodes.
In the baseline case, the persuasion rate of neutral nodes, p/v, plays an im portant role
in determining the final steady state of the system, and the neutral class can survive for a
wide range of persuasion rates. W ith exacerbation, degeneration and reinforcement added,
it appears th a t p # only affects the transient stage of the system evolution in prior figures.
Thus, it is reasonable to ask if p x still has any role in determining the competition outcome.
O ur result in Figure 4.7 shows th at it can still alter the competition outcome, although it
no longer retains the neutral class by making them harder to be persuaded. For a higher
pjv, any A c node th a t degenerates is easily converted to B due to the m ajority in population
of the latter. Meanwhile, B population are quickly replenished by successful persuasion of
neutral nodes, and thus persist before the A c class vanishes. A boundary line is located
in the same fashion as the one in Figure 4.6. For purpose of better illustration, a higher c
value is used. For lower c values, the boundary fine is pushed left, and opinion B wins for
most of the param eter values.
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Figure 4.7: Com petition outcome under various p,v and e values, c = 0.3, d = 10_6, r =
10- 6 , (k) = 10. In the left of the boundary line, opinion A wins and the population ends up
with a mix of A and A c nodes. In the right of the boundary line, opinion B wins and the
population ends up with a mix of B and B c nodes.

4.5

Sim ulation resu lts

Based on the assumptions about our network evolution described in Section 4.3, we model
the node dynamics on Erdos-Renyi (ER) random graphs [12] using Monte Carlo simula
tion. We use population size C — 104 and to tal link number K — 105 in our simulations.
The dynamics occurring on our network include persuasion of neutral nodes and ordinary
supporters, degeneration of comm itted supporters and reinforcement and exacerbation of
ordinary supporters. The Monte Carlo simulation is implemented in a random sequential
manner. In each Monte Carlo step, we choose a node a t random and let it consider updating
its status, and we repeat this for a total num ber of C nodes. Each possible transition is
done w ith a probability equal to the rates specified in Section 4.3.
To get an idea of how accurate the deterministic model is at predicting the network
behavior, we plot our simulation results for the baseline model in Figure 4.8. As can be
seen, the deterministic result predicts the qualitative behavior of the full system, and gives
accurate node fractions except for those persuasion rates near pc. In other simulations with
exacerbation, reinforcement and degeneration (data not shown), the mass action equations
also give qualitatively good results for the full system.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results (empty circles) plotted on deterministic results (connected
curves w ith crosses), c = 0.055, e = d = r = 0, (k) = 20. Magenta: A; Black: N ; Cyan: B.
Fractions of A c nodes and B c nodes are zero and are not shown for better figure quality.
In the extreme of

= 0 in the baseline model, the mass action equation may fail to

predict the full system. Neutral nodes cannot be persuaded, so all nodes entering the N class
stay in the neutral state. If a small fraction of A c nodes are randomly located in a random
network, some of the B nodes will not have an A c neighbor due to their scarcity. These
B nodes will never change their status, because no persuasion comes from their neighbors.
Their fraction can be approximated by (1 —c)l'k>, where (k) is the average node degree in
the network and c is the fraction of A c nodes. In contrast, the mass action equations fail
to capture such effects, due to the assumption of well-mixed population. However, this
extreme case does not hinder the understanding of our results for any positive pjvTo remedy the inadequacies of our mass action equations in quantitatively predict
ing node fractions near the critical persuasion rate, more equations may be introduced to
account for local network structures. For example, the mean field approach with pair ap
proximation applied in Chapter 2 and 3 may be used. To track the number of links between
different node classes, a total number of 15 link equations will be needed if the equations
are closed at second order.
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4.6

C onclusion and D iscu ssion

We have studied the effect of exacerbation on the competition of opinions. Exacerbation
is introduced as a mechanism reflecting failed indoctrination by comm itted supporters,
which irritates the target of indoctrination and causes it to support the opposite opinion
more firmly. Both our Monte Carlo Simulation and mass action equations indicate th at
exacerbation can play a significant role in the outcome of opinion competition. Compared
to a baseline model where the neutral class may persist, the population is always driven to
a more extreme state upon the introduction of exacerbation. Furthermore, only one opinion
can survive when the committed status of nodes degenerates spontaneously. Our results
provide better understanding of the role of extrem ists in the spreading of an opinion.
In this study, both opinions are assumed to be equally attractive. Although it may be
applicable to cases where the new opinions are not clearly better, in some other cases they
mark tangible improvement on the old ones [60, 61, 54]. Such reality may be incorporated
into the model by breaking the symmetry. For example, a higher persuasion rate for the
new opinion may be used. Because a lower persuasion rate of the neutral class brings more
difficulty in the overturn of the traditional opinion, a reasonable conjecture is a higher pc,
the critical persuasion rate below which neutral class goes extinct. Depending on the level
of attractiveness, such a threshold may no longer exist, and the new opinion may always
replace the old one.
As another possible direction of future work, opinion competition on different network
structures such as scale free networks is worth looking into. In a scale free network, the
existence of high degree nodes (hubs) may be a better reflection of active individuals with
extensive social connections and great social influences.

In the spread of an emerging

opinion, impacts of such individuals are usually im portant. In [68], some comparison of
random networks and scale-free networks are discussed for a different opinion competition
model, but more details of the network structures im pact on opinion competition need to
be studied.
Meanwhile, com m itted nodes are assumed to be randomly distributed in our model.
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This assumption may be relaxed, as comm itted believers of an idea are sometimes highly
interconnected. For example, the author of [54] deemed ’’random but highly interconnected”
committed nodes a more realistic assumption, and different methods used in his paper
to construct initial networks all yielded a cluster of committed A supporters [74]. The
clustering of A c nodes may have significant impact on the competition outcome, especially
in the case of scale free networks. If all hubs are comm itted supporters of opinions A, it
is expected to be an advantage for it compared to the random distribution case. Possible
influence of such advantage are already seen in simulations, with further analysis to be done.
W hile the network structure is assumed to be fixed in this work, the social connections
of individuals experience continual changes. If an individual feels disturbed by a friend
who accepts and tries to spread a new opinion, he or she may reduce contact or even com
pletely cut off this social relationship. This type of spontaneous link rewiring behaviors of
individuals may have global effects, such as potential isolation of new opinion supporters or
clustering of different opinions supporters. In [75, 76], a two-state voter model has been con
sidered on adaptive social networks, where individuals update their relationships depending
on the opinions of themselves and neighbors and their preference to make connections with
peers or opponents. In a more recent study [77], a fragm entation transition is observed
for an adaptive voter model, where the network splits into two disconnected components,
and nodes in the same component hold a same opinion. Possible impact of such network
structure changes are worth looking into, and it is tem pting to speculate how the results
can be applied to promotion of opinion spread in reality.
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C hapter 5

C on clu sion s
In conclusion, we have studied the spread of disease and opinions on social networks. It is
im portant to understand and to gain insight of these spreading processes because of their
profound influence on the development of hum an societies. We have improved upon existing
models by making more realistic assumptions, including personalized individual responses
to an ongoing disease and the possible negative outcome of opinion indoctrination attem pts.
In C hapter 2 and Chapter 3, we contribute to the research in epidemic spreading on
adaptive social networks by studying the effect of node awareness. Extending prior works
[17, 20], we introduced awareness of nodes’ need to take disease avoidance behavior, which
is more realistic th an prior work where every S i link can rewire. We use both Monte
Carlo simulation and mean field equations to study the system behavior, and both methods
predict qualitatively similar behaviors of the system. B oth media and communication lead to
similar bifurcation structures, depending on their values. In addition to single steady state
and bistability observed in a prior model [17], we have discovered a new system behavior
when media and communication levels are intermediate, where a large range of oscillations
in disease levels not seen in prior SIS models are observed in both methods. Oscillation
occurs because infected nodes do not lose their awareness, so high awareness levels are are
associated with high infection levels. Avoidance rewiring m otivated by awareness depresses
the infection level, and it decreases after the population starts to control the infection, at
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which point the infection levels again start to rise. The mean field equations become less
accurate in predicting the full system behavior in the oscillation regions, as well as near the
epidemic threshold. Similar inadequacy has been observed in other models [53], and it is
probably caused by the pair approximation assumption applied. To improve the accuracy
of mean field equations, new approaches to close the system may be considered [28].
In C hapter 2, we studied the effect of awareness received solely by public media infor
mation. We show th a t both rewiring and awareness help prevent the disease. An higher
media rate increases the epidemic threshold to some extent, as does a high rewiring rate.
Also, a simple but effective prediction of a critical media rate is given in the limit of instan
taneous rewiring. Above the critical media rate, no epidemic can spread at any infection
rate because a large enough fraction of the population is aware and avoids the disease. This
discovery provides a possible key for disease control. At lower media and rewiring rates
where disease can potentially spread, we extend a threshold prediction technique applied in
[17] and apply it to disease spreading on partial rewiring networks. The prediction is given
by estim ating the effective degree resulting from rewiring, independent of the mean field
equations. While the mean field equations fails to capture the epidemic threshold values
observed in simulation results, our prediction gives much greater accuracy. In addition, we
give a new approach to calculate the threshold in a more accurate way by tracking changes
in infected node classes. Compared to the first one, this approach can be easily extended
to other models, for example, the communication model in Chapter 3. It is also possibly
applicable to models with other rewiring mechanisms, and may provide useful threshold
predictions for future research in this field.
Another im portant aspect of our work is comparing media and node-to-node communi
cation as awareness sources. On the one hand, we have found th at the impact on disease
levels is qualitatively similar for both sources when the disease is able to spread over the
whole population. On the other hand, we discovered two fundamental differences in how
media and communication affect disease depression. Firstly, communication as the sole
source of node awareness is found to cause a network separation effect under fast rewiring,
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where disease can survive in an isolated small group of individuals. If nodes awareness is
from media information, the separation does not occur due to its public accessibility. Sec
ondly, the epidemic thresholds are higher under media than communication when the same
levels of awareness are generated, due to the self protection action taken by infected nodes’
neighbors in the early stage of disease spreading. Although individuals are taking rewiring
actions in order to protect themselves and control the disease, they are also breaking the
path to convey im portant information to infected individuals by moving away from them.
In other words, it may be necessary for individuals to actively contact infected people to ed
ucate them about th e risk of infection if not every individual has public information access.
Along with the critical media rate analyzed, our study reveals the advantage and impor
tance of massive m edia dissemination of disease avoidance knowledge in disease control.
In additional to m otivating awareness for all individuals, another possible benefit of public
media dissemination is promoting faster reaction of individuals in taking disease avoidance
behaviors. A higher media rate m and a higher rewiring rate w may be then achieved simul
taneously, and our study has shown th a t increasing both can result in successful elimination
of the disease.
In this work, the infection status of an individual is assumed to be known to its neighbors.
For diseases without visible symptoms, this assumption becomes invalid. As a result, even
aware neighbors may not take avoidance actions, and it may cause qualitative change of
the system. For example, the network separation may not occur because the infected nodes
may no longer be isolated. Also, no incubation period of the disease is considered in this
work. In some cases, it may require diagnosis for an individual to know of his own infection
[49]. This would cause a delay in nodes’ rewiring actions, and the disease may spread better.
The effect of desynchronized awareness on disease spread provides a possible direction of
future study in the field of epidemics.
We also studied th e spreading of opinions in Chapter 4, in the context of an emerging
opinion trying to replace a globally accepted one. A small fraction of comm itted supporters
of the newer opinion are randomly distributed in the network among supporters of the
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original one. An exacerbation effect is then introduced as a mechanism reflecting failed
indoctrination by the committed supporters, which irritates the target of indoctrination
and drives it to support the opposite opinion more firmly. Compared to a baseline model
where a m ajority population may be able to stay in a neutral position between the two
competing opinions [54], the population is found to be driven into a more extreme state
when exacerbation is considered, where individuals choose either the traditional or the new
opinion to support. Our result may provide theoretical explanation for real life phenomena,
such as an emerging controversial ideology causing fierce debates or even conflicts involving
the whole population. The more significant the exacerbation effect, the greater number of
committed supporters is needed for the new opinion to spread. Improving the persuasion
rate of neutrals is found not as im portant as the number of committed supporters, and it
indicates a possible direction of effort for successful new opinion promotion. Also, different
time scales are observed in the transition of opinions in our results. For example, the
m ajority population changes initially from supporting the traditional opinion into a neutral
position, and then rapidly becomes ordinary supporters of the new opinion before slowly
becoming com m itted supporters. Such results may be used to explain explosive spread of
a few new trends in recent decades.
In this study, both opinions are assumed to be equally attractive. Because of the sym
m etry of b o th opinions, the system always has two steady states, in one of which opinion
A wins all the population and in the other opinion B wins. Depending on the basin of
attraction in which the initial condition lies, the system may end up in one of the two
opposite steady states. As a result, the initial condition has a significant impact on the
final competition outcome. Standard steady state bifurcation analysis techniques cannot be
applied in predicting the sizes of the basins of attraction, and new theoretical approaches
may be needed to predict the final states under different initial conditions. On the other
hand, the symm etry in the attractiveness of two opinions may be broken, such as higher
persuasion of the neutral nodes for the new opinion. Possible im pacts of such differences
are worth looking into, and may provide better understanding and prediction of opinion
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competition in reality.
While the network structure is assumed to be fixed in this model, the spreading of a
new opinion may also cause the social connections of individuals to experience changes as
modeled in C hapter 2 and C hapter 3. For example, if an individual feels disturbed by
a friend who becomes a extremist in supporting the new opinion and constantly tries to
spread it, he or she may reduce or even completely stop contact with this friend. In other
cases, supporters of a certain opinion or belief make efforts to reach out and establish more
social relationships, in order to seek better spreading of this opinion or belief. Different
fink rewiring mechanisms have been introduced to model the structural change of the so
cial network caused by these individual behaviors [75, 76, 53, 77], but in the absence of
the exacerbation mechanism. Exacerbation may cause qualitative change of the network
structure. For example, a clustering of nodes with same opinion may be caused when nodes
rewire away from opponents, and thus an opinion previously going extinct may be able to
survive in separated components, as seen for the disease case in C hapter 3. Such effects of
exacerbation on opinion spreading in adaptive networks are w orth looking into as a future
direction.
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